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Carla has known Debbie forever. They met in the first grade, and

had play dates at each other’s houses for years. Same

elementary school, same high school, and then for a while, apart

as each went to a different college. While Carla was away at

school she got involved in various clubs and along the way

experienced a life-changing encounter with God that took her

way beyond the Sunday School lessons she had endured as a

child. Then she met Brad who grew up with this kind of lively

faith. Just before graduation, a wedding! Now they are back in

the old neighborhood, married, raising a family. And two blocks

away, doing the same thing . . . Debbie and her doctor husband,

Michael, a great Jewish guy.  

Especially because their toddlers are the same age, Carla and

Debbie get together every week for the kids to play, and for

themselves to chat about the challenges of being new Mommies.

But one subject seems to be marked off with yellow police tape:

“Police Line: Do Not Cross.” Is there any way Carla and Debbie

can have a talk, where each can be frank about what they are

finding in their own religious culture, without the discussion being

either awkward or just off limits?  

Then there’s Ben, an elder at the local Presbyterian church. He

and wife Ginnie were glad that their daughter Rebecca had found



a good man to be her husband. They would have loved for the

wedding to take place in the Church, but that was not to be.

Rebecca’s husband Scott is Jewish, and marrying in a church was

absolutely out of bounds. But now they are a couple, and Ben and

Ginnie wish they could simply discuss spiritual matters with them,

but are completely at a loss as to how to navigate what feels like a

minefield.  

Maybe you can relate to the dilemmas Carla, and Debbie, Brad

and Michael, Ginnie and Ben, and Rebecca and Scott are facing.

Life has brought them into intimate relationship with Jewish or

Christian “others,” people on the other side of a religious divide.

What are the rules for interreligious discussion in such a context?

Is the only rule to follow “Don’t ask, don’t tell?”  

Well, that’s one way to handle things. But it leaves the divide

unaddressed, or to be more precise, it leaves the wound

unhealed. Is there a better way? Sure, there must be many. Yes,

there is. 

Here are six guidelines, rules of the game for enabling people to

be both open and respectful of one another when people in

intimate relationship to each other (spouses, friends, in-laws)

engage in any sort of interreligious dialogue. Following the path

illumined by these pointers will prevent explosions in this often

booby-trapped minefield.  

L.A.S.E.R.S.

L is for Listen and Learn – The key to good dialogue is asking

appropriate questions and listening intently to what is said in

response. So often we become preoccupied with what we want to

say, when much more progress happens relationally when we

learn to show respectful and attentive interest in the other person.

And almost invariably, that other person will then reciprocate that

level of respect and interest, and ask questions of you. But it all

begins with your curiosity, respect, and attentiveness.



Praying Town 

A is for Affirm and Acknowledge – Where your Jewish or

Christian other voices criticisms or complaints about your own

religious tradition and the people associated with it, where the

criticisms are valid, affirm and acknowledge them. Defensive

denial does nothing to advance intimate relationships, while

openness and vulnerability increases trust. Often defensiveness is

a reflex—it happens automatically. Learn to replace such

defensiveness with affirmation and acknowledgement of valid

criticism. It is humbling, and sometimes painful. But it keeps the

doorway of relationship open, and even widens it.  

S is for Speak Respectfully – Many Christians and Jews grew up

in homes where uncomplimentary, nasty, patronizing, negative

things were said about the Jewish or Christian “other.”  Everything

from jokes, to unflattering stereotypes, to name-calling. And too

few Christians and Jews grew up in homes where it was forbidden

to disparage the otherness of Jews or Christians. Such a tradition

of contempt leaves marks. It bends our perceptions, and in subtle

ways sabotages intimate relationships. Therefore, if you and those

you love are ever to have healthy and growing relationships with

Jewish or Christian others, you must call a complete moratorium

on stereotyping them, name-calling, or joking about them. And on

this last word: Jews can tell jokes about Jews, Christians must

never do so. Christians tell jokes about Christians. Jews should

not. So remember: S is for Speak Respectfully.  

E is for Earn Trust -  Trust cannot be demanded, it can only be

freely given. And trust is freely given to those who have earned it.

And the best way to earn trust is in how you behave, especially

when the Jewish or Christian “other” is not looking. This means

that if you are a Christian seeking to earn the respect of Jewish

others in your friendship or family circle, you should make sure to

stand up for Jewish concerns and Jewish causes wherever they

appear. If anti-Semitic and yes, anti-Zionist messages or activities

occur in your community, you should be among the first to protest.  



The Jewish community needs to know that you have their back,

even when they are not looking. And if you are a Jew, and if you

are concerned about your relationship to intimate Christian others,

you need to be a person who stands for the civil rights of

Christians, who stands up for governmental attention to the

persecution of Christian communities wherever they may be. You

need to earn the reputation of being a friend and defender of

Christians. Only if and as Christians and Jews prove themselves to

be one another’s friends can they live in intimate partnership. Earn

trust.  

R is for Reflect and Relate the Best of Your Tradition –  When

religious people fail to measure up to the high standards of the

religion they profess, they undermine respect for themselves and

their religion. This is why, for example, Jews generally want little or

nothing to do with Christianity: the record of Christian persecution

of the Jews is long, indelible, and damning. Similarly, some

Christians who disrespect Jews will justify themselves by pointing

to glaring examples of misbehavior by Jews, even religious Jews.

So what’s the way out of this “so’s your old man” kind of impasse?

It is for each of us to reflect and relate the best of our own

traditions. The way for Christians to commend Christianity is by

how they live. The way for Jews to commend Judaism is by how

they live. We should reflect the best of our traditions. And we

should also speak up for the best of our traditions. Very few

Christians have any sort of true or in-depth knowledge of Judaism.

And very few Jews have any sort of true or in-depth knowledge of

Christianity. Therefore, we should endeavor to both live our faith

consistently, and to speak up for it unashamedly. The two go

together and will bring benefit to the relationships we are seeking

to support and nurture. Be a living and speaking contradiction of

the worst that is said about your tradition and its adherents.  

S is for Shalom Through the More Jewish Jesus – Many Jews

see Jesus as having been just a Jewish rabbi whom overzealous  



pagan Gentiles made into a God. Others see him as the leader of

the worst group of anti-Semites the Jews have ever encountered,

Christians. With this in view, is it any wonder that interreligious

dialogue between Jews and Christians is a minefield? How can we

move toward defusing this issue?  

The answer lies through each tradition making peace with the

other through encountering The More Jewish Jesus. This More

Jewish Jesus is the Messiah of the Jewish people, the Son of

David, and therefore the exemplar of Israel’s holy way of life, the

Vindicator of her chosenness, and the Executor of her

consummation. But he is at the same time the Lord of the Church,

and therefore the best news for both Jew and Gentile. This more

Jewish Jesus upholds Jewish community structures, Jewish

values, and Jewish religious life. He is not the enemy of those

things that make Jews to be Jews.  

Christians, moving toward such a Jesus, move closer to Jews.

Jews, moving toward this Jesus, move closer to Christians, yet

without moving away from their loyalties as Jews.  

Writing nearly 2,000 years ago, Saul of Tarsus, a.k.a. the Apostle

Paul, said of Jesus, “he himself is our shalom — he has made us

both one and has broken down the m’chitzah (partition) which

divided us.” Paul was speaking of Jews and Gentiles, and how

formerly they had always defined themselves in pejorative

contradistinction to one another. In that time, the categories were

Jews and pagans. Now the categories are Jews and Christians.

The more Jewish Jesus is himself our shalom, the one who unites

us in himself—Jews remaining Jews while embracing the More

Jewish Jesus, and Christians remaining non-Jews while

embracing the More Jewish Jesus.  

It is time to pursue and widen the door of shalom through which

we find each other. Remembering and implementing the six

principles of L.A.S.E.R.S will help illumine the way.



WANT MORE?  
Sign  up  for  our  Signals  Newsletter  

at  Interfaithfulness .org  

Building  bridges  where  history  builds  walls .  


